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Abstract
We give necessary and sucient conditions in order that exponentials of additive functionals
of Markov processes have nite expectations. Furthermore, we obtain sharp estimates for these
expectations. More precisely, we investigate both the Stieltjes exponential and the ordinary expo-
nential of right-continuous additive functionals of general right-continuous, time-inhomogenous
Markov processes. The well-known Khas’minskii Lemma (1959, Probab. Appl. 4, 309{318)
follows as a corollary. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In his well-known paper, Khas’minskii (1959) proved the following fundamental
assertion:
sup
x2D
Ex
Z 
0
f(Xz) dz

< 1) sup
x2D
Ex

exp
Z 
0
f(Xz) dz

<1; (1.1)
where (Xt; Px) is a continuous, time-homogenous strong Markov process on a metric
space (G; ) with starting point x 2 G, f is a nonnegative function and  is the rst
time when Xt hits the boundary of a domain D. In particular, he proved the estimate
sup
x2D
Ex

exp
Z 
0
f(Xz) dz

<
1
1− supx2D Ex[
R 
0 f(Xz) dz]
: (1.2)
Versions of (1.1) and (1.2) which involve a constant deterministic time  t (which is of
course not a rst exit time) were later on discovered (independently of Khas’sminkii’s
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work) by Portenko (1975) as well as Berthier and Gaveau (1978), see also the dis-
cussion in Aizenman and Simon (1982).
The implication in (1.1) cannot be reversed. To see this, take e.g. the standard
Brownian motion Px on G=R, the domain D= ]− r; r[ with 1<r< =
p
8, and f to
be the constant function with value 1. By solving the appropriate Dirichlet problem,
one obtains supx2D Ex[exp()] = 1=cos(r
p
2)<1. However, supx2D Ex[] = r2> 1.
The question arises: What has to be changed in order to get an equivalence relation?
This was answered by both authors in Sturm (1987,1989) | where he used also
more general continuous homogenous additive functionals A: instead of
R :
0 f(Xz) dz |
and in Stummer (1990,1993) for the case of time-inhomogenous Markov processes,
time-dependent integrands f(z; Xz) and xed nal times   t (rather than exit times).
In both contexts, even several equivalences were established.
In particular, in the special setting of the Khas’minskii paper one has the two
assertions
9n 2 N: sup
x2D
Ex
Z 
0
f(Xz) dz
n
<n!
, sup
x2D
Ex

exp
Z 
0
f(Xz) dz

<1
(1.3)
and
sup
x2D
Ex

exp
Z 
0
f(Xz) dz

<1
) 9> 0: sup
x2D
Ex

exp

(1 + )
Z 
0
f(Xz) dz

<1:
(1.4)
Another possible extension of the Khas’minskii Lemma (1.1) and (1.2) is given by
Ying (1997) for the case of right-continuous homogenous additive functionals A of
time-homogenous Markov processes X . In his paper, Ying uses xed nal times   t
and he replaces the usual exp by the Stieltjes exponential EXP. However, Ying does
not arrive at equivalences.
The Khas’minskii Lemma and its generalizations play a crucial role in the study of
(generalized) Schrodinger operators, see e.g. Aizenman and Simon (1982), and more
generally in perturbation theory for operators, forms and semigroups. A functional
analytic version of the Khas’minskii Lemma for constant times   t was derived by
Voigt (1986) and a potential theoretic version by Boukricha et al. (1987).
The main aim of this paper is to give equivalence relations and estimates for the
Stieltjes exponential EXP of right-continuous, \time-inhomogenous" additive function-
als which generalize all the above-mentioned results of Khas’minskii, Sturm, Stummer
and Ying at once. In particular, we also allow for very general time-inhomogenous
right-continuous Markov processes Xt and more general random times than described
above. Furthermore, new eects arising from the discontinuity of the additive function-
als will be illustrated. We shall also discuss the case of the usual exponential exp.
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2. The set-up
2.1. The process
Throughout this paper, X will be a time-inhomogenous right process on a Radon
measurable space G; more precisely, we suppose that the space{time process eXt := (t; Xt)
is a right process in the sense of Sharpe (1988). In particular, this means that X =
(
; F; Fts ; Xt ; P(s; x)) is a right-continuous Markov process with lifetime =1 (see also
Dynkin, 1961a).
By E(s; x) we denote the expectations which correspond to P(s; x).
2.2. The additive functional
Following e.g. the lines of Dynkin (1961a), L will always denote a (possibly ex-
ploding) Fts-measurable, nonnegative, right-continuous, additive functional for X which
satises the additional assumption Ls;s=0. In particular, one has the fundamental prop-
erty Ls; t + Lt;v = Ls; v for all 06s6t6v<1. As far as the behaviour at innite time
is concerned, we put Ls;1 := limt!1 Ls; t and L1;1 := 0.
The standard example is Ls; t :=
R t
s f(z; Xz) dz with a nonnegative measurable func-
tion f on [0;1[  G. More general examples can be derived from measures on the
state space via the Revuz correspondence, see e.g. Getoor (1995).
Clearly, one can decompose Ls; t = Lconts; t + L
dis
s; t , where L
cont denotes the continuous
part of Ls; : and Ldis stands for the purely discontinuous part.
2.3. The random time
In this article, we shall also use a family (s)s2[0;1[ of random times having the
following three properties:
(i) fu6sg 2 Fus for all 06s6u<1,
(ii) s6s61 for all s 2 [0;1[,
(iii) for all 06s6u<1 one has s = u on the set fu6sg.
Clearly, one important special case is the family s := s _ R for some xed constant
time 0<R61. Another example is the family s := infft>s: Xt(!) 2 Ag of the rst
entry times (after s) of an open set AG.
2.4. The Stieltjes exponential
For every additive functional L one can pathwise dene the Stieltjes exponential
EXP by
EXP(Ls; t) := exp(Lconts; t )
Y
s<z6t
(1 + Ls; z − Ls; z−) (2.1)
for all 06s6t61. Let us notice that EXP is actually an operator which maps the set
of right-continuous functions on [s; t] onto itself. It would therefore be more precise to
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write (EXPL)(s; t) := : : : : However, for the sake of brevity we shall use the notation in
(2.1). In comparison with the ordinary exponential one has the fundamental relationship
EXP(Ls; t)6exp(Ls; t).
2.5. The compensated powers
In order to formulate the wanted equivalence relations for expectations of EXP, we
nally dene pathwise and recursively the \compensated nth power" of an additive
functional L by
L[n+1]s; t := (n+ 1)
Z
]s; t]
L[n]s; u− dLs; u; n2N;
where L[0]s; t := 1 for all 06s6t61. The integration is taken with respect to u. It is
easy to see that L[n]s; t is never larger than the ordinary nth power (Ls; t)n.
3. The case of Stieltjes exponentials EXP
With the notations of Section 2 we are now ready to state the following main theorem
of this paper:
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that
sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[Ldiss; s ]<1 (3.1)
holds. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) 9n 2 N: 1
n!
sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[L[n]s; s ]< 1: (3.2)
(b) sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[EXP(Ls; s)]<1: (3.3)
(c) 9> 0: sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[EXP((1 + )Ls; s)]<1: (3.4)
(d) lim
n!1
(
(1=n!) sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[L[n]s; s ]
)1=n
< 1: (3.5)
(e) lim
n!1
(
1
n!
sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[L[n]s; s ]
)
= 0: (3.6)
(f )
1X
n=0
1
n!
(
sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[L[n]s; s ]
)
<1: (3.7)
(g) sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
( 1X
n=0
1
n!
E(s; x)[L[n]s; s ]
)
<1: (3.8)
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Remark. (1) If s= s_R for some constant 0<R<1 then one can equivalently use
Ls;R and sup(s; x)2[0;R]G in all the formulae (3.2){(3.8), which can naturally interpreted
as that the process lives only from 0 up to time R.
(2) Assumption (3.1) follows automatically from each of conditions (3.3), (3.4),
(3.7) and (3.8).
Before we prove Theorem 3.1, let us rst illuminate the important special case of a
time-homogenous setting:
(a) Suppose that | additionally to our assumptions in Section 2.1 | the process
X is homogenous (resp. stationary) e.g. in the sense of Dynkin (1961b). Therefore,
one can identify X = (
; F; Ft ; Xt ; Px; t) with shift operator t . As already mentioned
in Section 2.1, X reduces then to a right process in the sense of Sharpe (1988). As
usual, we call a Ft-stopping time  a terminal time for X provided that t +   t = 
holds on the set ft < g for all 06t <1. Important examples are the rst entry time
and the rst hitting time of a domain DG.
(b) In combination with processes from (a) we will always consider homogenous
additive functionals At . That is, A is a nonnegative, possibly exploding, right continuous,
adapted process satisfying At=As+At−s s; 06s6t <1. We put A1 := limt!1 At .
Like for L; A[n]t is dened recursively by
A[n+1]t := (n+ 1)
Z
]0; t]
A[n]u− dAu; n 2 N
with A[0]t := 1, for all 06t61.
For this context, one can get the following
Corollary 3.1. Assume that both X and A are homogenous. Suppose that  is either
a terminal time for X or a ( possibly innite) constant time. Then; in Theorem 3:1
all the terms \sup(s; x)2[0;1[G E(s; x)[L
[n]
s; s ]" can be equivalently replaced by the terms
\supx2G Ex[A
[n]
 ]" and also the expression \sup(s; x)2[0;1[G E(s; x)[EXP(Ls; s)]" can be
equivalently replaced by the expression \supx2G Ex[EXP(A)]" (and analogously for
the factor (1 + )). Assumption (3:1) can be treated in the same manner.
Remarks to Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1. (1) For continuous additive functionals,
the Stieltjes exponential EXP coincides with the ordinary exponential exp and the
compensated powers coincide with the ordinary powers. For a detailed discussion see
Section 4 below. This eect will be used in the following remarks (2) and (3).
(2) In the homogenous case, the equivalence (3.2) , (3.3) was proved by Sturm
(1987) for ~X being Brownian motion on Rd, rst exit times ~ and additive functionalseAt=R t0 f(Xz) dz with bounded measurable f :Rd 7! R+. In Sturm (1989), the result was
extended to Hunt processes X^ , terminal times ^ and general continuous, homogenous
additive functionals A^.
The implication (3.3) ) (3.4) goes back to Chung (1983) for ~A; ~X ; ~ like above,
to Chung and Rao (1988) for Hunt processes X and continuous, homogenous additive
functionals A in the Kato class, and to Sturm (1989) for A^; X^ ; ^ like above. Chung
and Rao called their result super-gauge theorem.
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(3) In the inhomogenous case, all the equivalences (3.2){(3.8) were shown in Stum-
mer (1990,1993) for G = Rd, additive functionals Ls; t =
R t
s f(z; Xz) dz with arbitrary
measurable f :R+Rd 7! R+[f1g, and the random time family s := s_R for some
xed constant time 0<R61.
(4) For discontinuous, homogenous additive functionals A and constant time   t,
Ying (1997) proved that (3.3) follows if (3.2) holds true with n= 1 (see also Corol-
lary 3.2 and the comments thereafter). However, up to now there was no equivalent
characterization of property (3.3).
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The appropriate measurability of all quantities is obvious by
taking into account the discussion in the second step below.
Step 1. (b) , (g): Let us rst show that for 06s6t61 one can always expand
pathwise
EXP(Ls; t) =
1X
n=0
1
n!
L[n]s; t : (3.9)
This can be seen by the computation
Ms;t :=
1X
n=0
1
n!
L[n]s; t = 1 +
1X
n=1
1
n!

n
Z
]s; t]
L[n−1]s; u− dLs; u

= 1 +
Z
]s; t]
Ms;u− dLs; u
and therefore (3.9) follows from the fact that EXP(Ls; t) is the unique solution of this
integral equation, cf. Doleans-Dade (1970). Thus, (b) is equivalent to (g).
Step 2. (g) ) (d): Suppose that (g) holds. Let us dene the operator K by
(Kf)(s; x) :=E(s; x)
Z
]s; s]
f(u; Xu) dLs; u

:
Because of (3.8) and the denition of X as a time-inhomogenous right process, the
operator K maps the class Ub([0;1[  G;C) of all complex-valued, bounded, Ee-
measurable functions on [0;1[G into itself (where Ee refers to the -eld generated
over [0;1[  G by the space{time excessive functions associated with the Markov
kernels Ps; t of the process X ). This property can be seen easily by applying the results
of Sharpe (1988, p. 40,177) to the space{time process eXt := (t; Xt) of Section 2.1.
For all nonnegative real-valued functions f 2 Ub([0;1[G;C) and all xed (s; x) 2
[0;1[ G one can compute the nth power Kn by
(Knf)(s; x) =
1
(n− 1)!E(s; x)
Z
]s; s]
f(u; Xu)L
[n−1]
s; u− dLs; u

: (3.10)
Before we start proving (3.10), let us rst obtain the helpful pathwise formulaZ
]s; z]
L[n−1]s; v− dLs; v =
Z
]s; z]
L[n−1]v;z dLs; v; 06s6z61 (3.11)
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with both integrations to be taken over v. The induction step for (3.11) reads as follows:Z
]s; z]
L[n]s; v− dLs; v = n
Z
]s; z]
Z
]s; v[
L[n−1]s; u− dLs; u

dLs; v
= n
Z
]s; z]
Z
]s; v[
L[n−1]u; v− dLs; u

dLs; v
= n
Z
]s; z]
Z
]s; z]
1fu<vgL
[n−1]
u; v− dLs; v

dLs; u
= n
Z
]s; z]
Z
]u; z]
L[n−1]u; v− dLu; v

dLs; u
=
Z
]s; z]
L[n]u; z dLs; u;
where we have used the fundamental equality d Lu; = dLs;. Thus, we have proved
property (3.11). Hence, we are ready to check (3.10) in a comfortable way. One can
inductively calculate
(Kn+1f)(s; x) = (K(Knf))(s; x)
=
1
(n− 1)!E(s; x)
Z
]s; s]
E(u;Xu)
Z
]u;u]
f(v; Xv)L
[n−1]
u; v− dLu; v

dLs; u

=
1
(n− 1)!E(s; x)
Z
]s; s]
Z
]u;u]
f(v; Xv)L
[n−1]
u; v− dLu; v

dLs; u

according to Dellacherie and Meyer (1982, p. 122), and the fact that 1]s; s](u) is
Fus -measurable. Since u = s because of property (iii) in the denition of Section
2.3, one obtains
=
1
(n− 1)!E(s; x)
Z
]s; s]
f(v; Xv)
Z
]s; v[
L[n−1]u; v− dLs; u

dLs; v

=
1
(n− 1)!E(s; x)
Z
]s; s]
f(v; Xv)
Z
]s; v[
L[n−1]s; u− dLs; u

dLs; v

=
1
n!
E(s; x)
Z
]s; s]
f(v; Xv)L
[n]
s; v− dLs; v

;
where in the second last step we have used formula (3.11). To proceed, with the help
of the just proved formula (3.10) one can immediately estimate for f>0
(Knf)(s; x)6
kfk1
(n− 1)!E(s; x)
Z
]s; s]
L[n−1]s; u− dLs; u

=
kfk1
n!
E(s; x)[L[n]s; s ]: (3.12)
Furthermore, Kn extends to arbitrary bounded functions, with the same estimate as
above (hence to Ub([0;1[G;C)). If jj>1, one puts Tf :=
P1
n=0(1=
n+1)Knf (with
K0 := Id). The series converges normally by assumption (g). Therefore, the resolvent
set of K contains the complement of the open unit disc in C. Since the resolvent set
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of a bounded endomorphism is an open set, one gets
lim
n!1 kK
nk1=n1;1 = infn2N kK
nk1=n1;1< 1: (3.13)
Thus, condition (d) follows immediately from the fact that K is a positivity preserving
operator.
Auxiliary step: Before we prove the rest of Theorem 3.1, let us mention that the
condition
9n 2 N: cn := 1n! sup(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[L[n]s; s ]<1 (3.14)
always implies cn <1 for all n 2 N. Namely, c1 = kKk1;1<1 implies cn =
kKnk1;16kKkn1;1 = cn1<1 for all n2N. Conversely, cn <1 for some n2N
implies
sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[Lconts; s ]
= sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G

E(s; x)[Lconts; s ; L
cont
s; s < 1] + E(s; x)[L
cont
s; s ; L
cont
s; s>1]
}
61 + sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[L[n]s; s ; L
cont
s; s>1]61 + n!cn <1;
where for the rst inequality above we have used the fundamental property (Lcont)n =
(Lcont)[n]6L[n]. Hence, c1 = sup(s; x)2[0;1[G E(s; x)[L
cont
s; s + L
dis
s; s ]<1 with the help of
assumption (3.1).
Step 3: Now suppose that (d) holds. But then (f) follows immediately from the
simple root test of the series
P1
n=0 cn. Clearly, (f) implies (g) and thus all the four
conditions (b), (d) (f) and (g) are equivalent.
Step 4: On the other hand, (f) implies (e) and the latter is sucient for (a). Since the
equality in (3.13) always holds (under the assumption (3.14)), condition (d) follows
immediately from (a).
Step 5: Finally, from the denition of Ls; t one can easily see that (d) implies the
condition
9> 0: lim
n!1
(
1
n!
sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[((1 + )Ls; s)
[n]]
)1=n
< 1: (3.15)
By applying the arguments of the Step 3 of this proof to the perturbed additive
functional (1 + )Ls; t , one obtains (c) from (3.15).
Remark. Condition (3.11) in the proof of Theorem 3.1 also shows that we could have
dened the compensated nth power equivalently as
L[n+1]s; t := (n+ 1)
Z
]s; t]
L[n]u; t dLs; u; n 2 N;
where the integration is again taken with respect to u.
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Proof of Corollary 3.1. For the homogenous additive functional A we dene pathwise
the corresponding Ls; t :=At−As=At−ss. Clearly, Theorem 3.1 can be applied. In order
to retransform the corresponding compensated powers and the Stieltjes exponential in
terms of A, we rst show for all nonnegative integers n and all 06s6t <1 the
pathwise formula
L[n]s; t = A
[n]
t−s  s: (3.16)
The induction step for (3.16) works as follows:
L[n+1]s; t = (n+ 1)
Z
]s; t]
A[n]u−−s  s d(Au−s  s)
= (n+ 1)
Z
]0; t−s]
A[n]v−  s d(Av  s) = A[n+1]t−s  s:
Also, one can compute
EXP(At−s)  s = 1 +
Z
]0; t−s]
EXP(Au−) dAu

 s
= 1 +
Z
]s; t]
EXP(Au−−s)  s dLs; u:
By the uniqueness of this integral equation (cf. Doleans-Dade, 1970) one arrives at
Ls; t = EXP(At−s)  s; 06s6t <1:
In particular, if  is a terminal time for X , one obtains
L[n]s;  = (A
[n]
 )  s and EXP(Ls; ) = (EXP(A))  s
on the set f06s< g. Consequently, with the special random time family s := s _ 
one gets for all (s; x) 2 [0;1[ G
E(s; x)[L[n]s; s ] = E(s; x)[(A
[n]
 )  s; > s] = Ex[A[n] ; > 0] = Ex[A[n] ]:
One can do the analogous computation for EXP. For constant times 0<R<1 we
use s := s _ R to obtain
sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[L
[n]
s; s_R] = sup
(s; x)2[0;R]G
E(s; x)[A
[n]
R−s  s]
= sup
(s; x)2[0;R]G
Ex[A
[n]
R−s] = sup
x2G
Ex[A
[n]
R ]
and analogously
sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[EXP(Ls;s_R)] = sup
x2G
Ex[EXP(AR)]:
Without assumption (3:1), the Theorem 3.1 breaks down. In order to see this,
consider the following
Example 3.1. Let us take the inhomogenous Markov process constructed by
Xt(!) := x + 1[1;1[(t)Y (!); x 2 R
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with strictly positive random variable Y (having some law P), the additive functional
Ls; t :=
X
s<z6t
h(Xz − Xz−)
with h(y) :=y and the random time family s := s _ 2. It is straightforward to obtain
the pathwise formula L[n]s; s = 0 for all s 2 [0; 2] and all n>2. Hence, the conditions
(3.2), (3.5) and (3.6) are always satised. However, if E[Y ] =1, then the conditions
(3.3), (3.4), (3.7) and (3.8) are violated. This can be seen from the calculation
sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[EXP(Ls; s)] = 1 + sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[Ls; s ] = 1 + E[Y ]:
Clearly, condition (3.1) implies E[Y ]<1 and therefore saves the situation.
To get a corresponding example for the time-homogenous setting, one only has
to take s =1 and replace the non-stochastic jumping time 1 by an exponentially
distributed (under P) jumping time  which is independent of Y . Obviously, At := L0; t
is then homogenous. The same adaption procedure holds for all other examples below
and will not be mentioned explicitly anymore.
Let us also now give estimates which generalize both the Khas’minskii estimate
(1.2) and Ying’s estimate (1997) involving the Stieltjes exponential.
Proposition 3.1. If condition (3:1) holds; then one gets automatically the estimates
sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[EXP(Ls; s)]
<
Pk−1
i=0 (1=i!)sup(s; x)2[0;1[G E(s; x)[L
[i]
s; s ]
1− (1=k!)sup(s; x)2[0;1[G E(s; x)[L[k]s; s ]
<
(1 + sup(s; x)2[0;1[G E(s; x)[Ls; s ])
k−1
1− (1=k!)sup(s; x)2[0;1[G E(s; x)[L[k]s; s ]
<1 (3.17)
for all k 2 N for which the denominator is strictly positive.
Proof. Suppose that condition (3.1) holds and let k 2 N be such that the denominator
in (3.17) is strictly positive. By virtue of Theorem 3.1, one has the validity of (3.8).
By using the auxiliary step of the proof of Theorem 3.1, we know that M := ck < 1
implies N := c1<1. Thus, with the help of (3.10), one can estimate for every (s; x) 2
[0;1[ G
E(s; x)[EXP(Ls; s)] =
1X
n=0
k−1X
i=0
1
(kn+ i)!
E(s; x)[L[kn+i]s; s ]
=
kX
i=0
1
i!
E(s; x)[L[i]s; s ] +
1X
n=1
k−1X
i=0
1fk(n−1)+i 6=0g
1
(k(n− 1) + i − 1)!
E(s; x)
Z
]s; s]
1
k!
E(u;Xu)[L
[k]
u;u ]L
[k(n−1)+i−1]
s; u− dLs; u

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6
k−1X
i=0
1
i!
E(s; x)[L[i]s; s ]+
1X
n=1
M
k−1X
i=0
1
(k(n−1) + i)!E(s; x)[L
[k(n−1)+i]
s; s ]
6   6
1X
n=0
Mn
k−1X
i=0
1
i!
E(s; x)[L[i]s; s ] =
1
1−M
k−1X
i=0
1
i!
E(s; x)[L[i]s; s ]
=
1
1−M

1 + 1fk>2gE(s; x)[Ls; s [
+1fk>3g
k−1X
i=2
1
(i − 2)!E(s; x)
Z
]s; s]
E(u;Xu)[Lu;u ]L
[i−2]
s; u− dLs; u

6   6
Pk−1
i=0 N
i
1−M 6
(1 + N )k−1
1−M :
Remark. The time-homogenous version of Proposition 3.1 can be obtained in the same
fashion as Corollary 3.1 was built from Theorem 3.1.
Another important special case of Proposition 3.1 is
Corollary 3.2. If the condition
sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[Ls; s ]< 1
holds; then one has the estimate
sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[EXP(Ls; s)]<
1
1− sup(s; x)2[0;1[G E(s; x)[Ls; s ]
:
If one reduces the general assumptions of Corollary 3.2 to the special time-homo-
genous assumptions of Corollary 3.1 with  to be a xed deterministic time, then one
obtains exactly the above mentioned result of Ying (1997) as a special case.
4. The case of ordinary exponentials
So far we have talked about extensions of the Khas’minskii Lemma for the Stieltjes
exponential EXP. It is also reasonable to ask what happens if one wants to keep the
ordinary exponential instead of EXP.
As a rst observation, notice that for right-continuous additive functionals already
the \plain extension" of the Khas’minskii Lemma goes wrong. Let us give a simple
counter-example:
Example 4.1. Consider the set-up (Xt; Ls; t ; s) of Example 3.1 but choose the dierent
function h(y) := 1[2;1[(y)log(y). If Y has the density g(y) := 1]1;1[(y)y−2, then one
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can calculate
sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[Ls; s ] = E[1[2;1[(Y )log(Y )]
=
Z 1
2
log(y)
y2
dy =
1 + log(2)
2
< 1
but
sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[exp(Ls; s)] = E[Y exp(1[2;1[(Y ))] =1:
Thus, the ordinary exp-extension of the Khas’minskii Lemma is not possible. However,
by virtue of Corollary 3.2 the Stieltjes EXP-extension works.
For the time-homogenous setting, another | more involved | example along these
lines was already given by Ying (1997). However, he did not study further how to
repair the ordinary exp-case.
Our aim of this section is to give even equivalent conditions for the exp-case. Since
the ordinary exponential is always strictly greater than the Stieltjes exponential after
the rst jump of the additive functional L, one has to search for something larger than
L. Indeed, one gets the following.
Theorem 4.1. Let us dene fLs; t := Lconts; t +Ps<z6t(exp(Ls; z−Ls; z−)−1) for all 06s6
t61. Suppose that
sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[gLs; sdis]<1 (4.1)
holds. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a0) 9n 2 N: 1
n!
sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[gLs; s [n]]< 1: (4.2)
(b0) sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[exp(Ls; s)]<1: (4.3)
(d0) lim
n!1
(
1
n!
sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[gLs; s [n]]
)1=n
< 1: (4.4)
(e0) lim
n!1
(
1
n!
sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[gLs; s [n]]
)
= 0: (4.5)
(f 0)
1X
n=0
1
n!
(
sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[gLs; s [n]]
)
<1: (4.6)
(g0) sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
( 1X
n=0
1
n!
E(s; x)[gLs; s [n]]
)
<1: (4.7)
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. Noticing that EXP(gLs; s) = exp(Ls; s), the claim follows from
Theorem 3.1.
Remarks. (1) Clearly, one has the inequality fLs; t>Ls; t .
(2) Assumption (4:1) follows automatically from each of conditions (4.3), (4.6) and
(4.7). Without (4:1), Theorem 4.1 breaks down.
Following Proposition 3.1, one can give some estimates of the ordinary exponential:
Corollary 4.1. If condition (4:1) holds; then one gets automatically the estimates
sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[exp(Ls; s)]
<
Pk−1
i=0 (1=i!)sup(s; x)2[0;1[G E(s; x)[gLs; s [i]]
1− (1=k!)sup(s; x)2[0;1[G E(s; x)[gLs; s [k]]
<
(1 + sup(s; x)2[0;1[G E(s; x)[]L(s; s)])k−1
1− (1=k!) sup(s; x)2[0;1[G E(s; x)[gLs; s [k]]<1
for all k 2 N for which the denominator is strictly positive.
The reader has certainly noticed that | in contrast to Theorem 3.1 | there is the
corresponding \1 + " part (c0) missing in Theorem 4.1. The reason is that, when L
has jumps, the expression EXP((1+ )gLs; s) is not equal to exp((1+ )Ls; s). In fact, in
order to still get an equivalent \1+something"-part, one needs additional assumptions.
For instance, one obtains
Corollary 4.2. Suppose that L has bounded jumps \up to time s" (i.e. there
exists a constant C2> 0 such that for all ! and for all 06s< z6s(!) there holds
Ls; z − Ls; z−6C2). Then the following two conditions are equivalent:
(b0) sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[exp(Ls; s)]<1: (4.3)
(c00) 9> 0: sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[exp((1 + )Ls; s)]<1: (4.8)
Remark. Notice that, although it is assumed that all the jumps of L are bounded (up
to time s), nevertheless every path of L may have countably many jumps (up to
time s).
Proof of Corollary 4.2. Suppose that (b0) holds. Consequently, condition (4.1) (which
can be interpreted as condition (3.1) for ~L instead of L) is automatically satised.
Applying Theorem 3.1 to the context of Theorem 4.1, one gets the existence of a
strictly positive number > 0 such that
sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[EXP((1 + )gLs; s)]<1: (4.9)
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Let us dene both an auxiliary function
g(x) :=
log(1 + (1 + )(ex − 1))− x
x
; x>0;
and a constant  :=minx2[0;C2] g(x). Clearly, 6. But then one can pathwise estimate
exp((1 + )Ls; s) = exp((1 + )L
cont
s; s )
Y
s<z6s
exp((1 + )(Ls; z − Ls; z−))
6 exp((1 + )Lconts; s )
Y
s<z6s
f1 + (1 + )(exp(Ls; z − Ls; z−)− 1)g
= EXP((1 + )gLs; s):
Thus, (4.8) follows immediately from (4.9).
Remark. Since limx"1 g(x) = 0, one cannot use the estimating technique of the proof
of Corollary 4:2 for the case of unbounded jumps.
Actually, Corollary 4.2 can fail to be valid in case of unbounded jumps. Consider
the following
Example 4.2. Assume the set-up (Xt; Ls; t ; s) of Example 3.1. Let Y be a discrete
random variable with distribution
1X
k=1
c
k22k
fk log 2g[:];
where c := 12=(2 − 6(log 2)2)  1:7. Then one can calculate
sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[exp(Ls; s)] = E[exp(Y )] = c
1X
k=1
exp(k log 2)
k22k
=
c2
6
<1
but for all > 0 one has
sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[exp((1 + )Ls; s)] = c
1X
k=1
2(1+)k
k22k
=1:
Let us again deal with the important special case of a time-homogenous setting.
Corollary 4.3. Let X; A and  be like in Corollary 3:1. Then; in Theorem 4:1 and
the Corollaries 4:1 and 4:2 all the terms \sup(s; x)2[0;1[G E(s; x)[gLs; s [n]]"can be equiv-
alently replaced by the terms \supx2G Ex[ eA[n]]" and the expression \sup(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[exp(Ls; s)]" can be equivalently replaced by the expression \supx2G Ex[exp(A)]"
(and the same for the factor (1 + )). Assumption (4:1) can be treated in the same
manner. In analogy to ~L; we dene eAt :=Acontt +P0<z6t (exp(Az − Az−)− 1) for all
times 06t <1.
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Another important special situation is the context where the additive functional Ls; t
is continuous (rather than right-continuous) in t. It is straightforward to see that in
this case one has L[n]s; t = fLs; t [n] = (Ls; t)n, i.e. one can take ordinary powers instead of
iterations. Therefore, Theorem 3.1 coincides with Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2. Also,
Proposition 3.1 coincides with Corollary 4.1. In summary, one obtains
Corollary 4.4. Let L be continuous (in the second variable). Then the following three
conditions are equivalent:
(a) 9n 2 N: 1
n!
sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[(Ls; s)
n]< 1: (4.10)
(b) sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[exp(Ls; s)]<1: (4.11)
(c) 9> 0: sup
(s; x)2[0;1[G
E(s; x)[exp((1 + )Ls; s)]<1: (4.12)
Here; we omit the rest of the equivalences for the sake of brevity. The estimates of
Corollary 4:1 adapt in the analogous way.
Notice that in Corollary 4.4 one does not need the assumption that the underlying
process Xt is continuous, it still can be right-continuous.
Let us continue the discussion of the remarks after Corollary 3.1:
Remarks. (a) An important standard situation is the special case of absolutely con-
tinuous additive functionals Ls; s =
R s
s f(z; Xz) dz, where f : [0;1[  G 7! [0;1] is
a nonnegative, possibly exploding, Borel measurable function. Applied to this context,
Corollary 4.4 generalizes the above mentioned result in Stummer (1990,1993), where
he studied the set-up s = s _ R for some xed 0<R<1, G = Rd, and continuous
Markov processes X .
(b) If the process and the additive functional are both time-homogenous, one can
use the same replacement procedure for Corollary 4.4 as it was already done in the
Corollaries 3.1 and 4.3. The corresponding outcoming assertions generalize the results
of Sturm (1987,1989) for continuous additive functionals of Hunt processes X and
terminal times , which were already mentioned above. The statements for constant
times   t 2 ]0;1] are new.
(c) The assertion (1.1) in Khas’minskii’s Lemma follows as the special case \(4.10)
with n=1 implies (4.11)" for the appropriate homogenous set-up. Assertion (1.2) can
be deduced in the same manner.
5. For Further Reading:
The following references are also of interest to the reader: Blumenthal and Getoor,
1968; Chung and Zhao, 1995; Dynkin, 1965; Getoor, 1975; Getoor, 1990; Gradshteyn
and Ryzhik, 1980; Heuser, 1982; Knopp, 1971; Meyer and Walsh, 1971.
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